[The guideline how to use the antimicrobial agents--the guidance how to use the antimicrobial agents].
In regard to reconsider the way of antimicrobial agent, it has given the guideline which is how to use the antimicrobial agent to be protected the occurrence of drug resistant bacteria and how to use it safety. This writing omit the way of thinking about the proper use, the safety use, and the prevention for hospital acquired infections by this reference. What the proper use for antimicrobial agent is. The basic idea as the proper use for antimicrobial agent is 1. to heal a patient(individual-defense), 2. not to increase drug resistant bacteria(group-defense), 3. to be utilizable for a medical resource mostly. In the choice of antimicrobial agent for the individual situation, we have to think about 1. (to heal a patient) seriously first, and then, of course, we recognize the point of view for 2. and 3. has a good balance in this way.